


Our world is at one of the most crucial junctures 

in time, battling climate change to preserve the 

only place we call our home. At Selyn, we strive to 

be a part of the solution, helping you in your 

journey towards sustainable living and 

eliminating one-time-use plastic.

As Sri Lanka's only fair-trade handicrafts 

company, we created this ethically produced 

collection of everyday home essentials drawing 

inspiration from our mystical Knuckles Mountain 

range – named after its likeness to a clenched fist. 

As the sky and its glorious terrains take on a 

different shade from dawn to dusk, our local 

artisans fused these vivid colours into your 

products, bringing the beauty and strength of this 

paradise isle closer to you, wherever you are in 

the world.

This collection is  cruelty-free and bio-degradable 

and is created using a mixture of 100% cotton 

fabrics and natural locally sourced materials, 

handwoven and handmade within the Selyn 

community.  
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www.selyn.lk/home     exports@selyn.lk
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BLUES
OF DAWN

As the �rst light seeps in through the clouds, the rolling green 
hills of the Knuckles Mountain Range comes alive. Clouds of mist 
that enveloped the sky slowly unravel themselves to pave the 
way for azure skies as this diverse landscape blossoms in all its' 
glory.

Drawing inspiration from the pristine blue mornings at Knuckles, 
our artisans take pride in creating this sustainable range of 
homeware, that could adorn your home the same morning 
mystique.
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Bringing together the classic blue and o�-white combo while paying homage to Sri 
Lanka’s rustic environment is our Blues of Dawn collection of home essentials. Our chic 
kitchen accessories help reduce single-use plastic, and our collection of handmade and 
hand-woven products for your dining and living rooms embodies our commitment to 
sustainable living. A range of wonderful coconut and reed products - from charger mats 
to tea lights - add to this collection, bringing together craft and sustainable lifestyle; 
inherent to our Sri Lankan heritage.  
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 Apron 
 HOKAP006SP162 

Pot Mat 
HOKPM005SP162 

Oven Glove 
HOOKG006SP162 

Reversible Fabric Bin 
HOKPI037SP162C

Reversible Fabric Bin
HOKPI037SP162B 

Reversible Fabric Bin
HOKPI037SP162A

Table Mat 
HODTM13905

Napkin 
HODNA001SP162
HODNA001SP077

Tea Towel 
HOKKT010SP162

Oven Glove 
HOOKG005SP162

M- HOKPI022SP162B
  S - HOKPI022SP162A

L  - HOKPI022SP162C
Food Covers 
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Runner
HODTMR47202

Table Mat 
HODTM47202

Table Mat 
HODTMO33402 

Table Mat 
HODTM41002

Runner 
HOBBR001B 

 Runner
HOBBR001A

Napkin
HODNA001SP072

Coaster 
 HODCO001SP072

HODNA001SP011 HODCO001SP011
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Cushion Cover 
HOLCC001SP011

Cushion Cover 
HOLCC001SP072

Coconut Tea Light 
HOECO001 

Coconut Tea Light 
HOECO002

Coconut Tea Light  
HOECO003

Palmyrah Coaster
HOEPM001

Palmyrah Placemat
HOEPM002

Palmyrah Charger Mat
HOEPM003



MID-DAY 
SHINE

As the sun pinnacles over the mountain range, the sky at 
Knuckles   takes on a tropical orange hue emanating a burst of 
energy that brightens up its dense forest, cascading waterfalls 
and luscious grasslands dotted with little streams. 

This picture-perfect sky was our muse in articulating our next 
collection of sustainable homeware that draws a harmonious 
balance between morning blues and the tangerine-tainted 
afternoon skies. 
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This collection of wonderfully 
artisan-made home essentials 

of cushions, table mats, 
runners, napkins, and coasters, 
are all made from 100% cotton 

handloom fabric and pays 
homage to Sri Lanka’s strong 

handloom tradition. Our fabrics 
can be used for curtaining and 
upholstery to give your home 

an entirely sustainable solution. 
Again natural and 

biodegradable kitchen 
accessories join you in your 

journey to reduce plastic and 
will undoubtedly bring warmth 

into your home. 
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 Apron  
HOKAP006SP462

Pot Mat 
HOKPM005SP462

Oven Glove 
HOKOG005SP462

Reversible Fabric Bin
HOKPI036SP462C

Reversible Fabric Bin
HOKPI036SP462B

Food Covers 
 L  -HOKPI022SP462C 
 M -HOKPI022SP462B 
S  -HOKPI022SP462A

Reversible Fabric Bin 
HOKPI036SP462A 

Napkin 
HODNA001SP462
HODNA001SP066

Coster 
HODCO001SP462
HODCO001SP066

Tea Towel
HOKKT010SP462

Oven Glove 
         HOKOG006SP462         
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Runner 
HODTMR

Napkin 
HODNA001SP162
HODNA001SP077

Coaster
  HODCO001SP077

   HODCO001SP162 

Cushion Cover 
HOLCC001SM
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Cushion Cover 
HOLCC001SP162

Cushion Cover
HOLCC001SP077



PINK 
DUSK

As the sun prepares itself to rest for the day, beneath the 
vastness of the Knuckles Mountain Range, nature puts on its 
most spectacular show, as streaks of gold, magenta, and yellow 
paints the sky. 

With sustainable living at the helm of our belief system, our 
artisans take pride in presenting to you our Pink Dusk 
Collection, meticulously crafted with the hues of a tropical 
sunset to adorn your living spaces.
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As your guests come to enjoy 
your home, make a state-

ment of a sustainable 
lifestyle. From dining to 
kitchen and living, your 

choice to invest in 100% 
natural biodegradable home 

essentials is making a bold 
commitment for sustainabili-

ty and fair trade.
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Apron 
HOKAP006SP041

Pot Mat 
HOKPM006SP041

Oven Glove 
HOKOG005SP041

Reversible Fabric Bin 
HOKPI036SP041C

Reversible Fabric Bin 
HOKPI036SP041B

Reversible Fabric Bin 
HOKPI036SP041A

Food Covers 
L- HOKPI022SP041C 
M-HOKPI022SP041B 

Napkin Coaster 
HODCO001SP006
HODCO001SP041

Tea Towel
HOKKT010SP041

Oven Glove 
HOKG006SP041

                            HODNA001SP041 
HODNA001SP006 

S -HOKPI022SP041A



HERITAGE 
MEETS

LIFESTYLE

Woven with the intricate details from all parts of our 
tropical isle, our range of bags, baskets and rugs take on 
various patterns and traverse through di�erent spec-
trums of colour. Easily adaptable to suit a myriad of 
purposes and living spaces, these sustainable pockets of 
colour are an ode to your vibrant personality.



BAGS AND
BASKETS
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 Vavuniya Basket Bag
FABTB025

Seeduwa Basket Bag
FABTB027

Ja�na Basket Bag
FABTB026

Nelliya Basket Bag
FABTB028
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Bentota Tote
FABTB029

Hikka Tote
FABTB030

Una Tote
FABTB032

Galle Tote
FABTB033

Mirissa Tote
FABTB031

Mirissa Tote
FABTB034



RUGS
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Floor Rug
HOBFR001AS

Floor Rug
HOBFR001ES

Floor Rug
HOBFR001CS

Floor Rug
HOBFR001BS



From humble beginnings to nurturing over 1000 

artisans across Sri Lanka, Selyn has been 

empowering women of rural communities for 30 

long years. Today, our ethical lifestyle brand is Sri 

Lanka's only fair trade handloom company and 

operates as one of the country's largest social 

enterprises. Selyn's inspired collections bring to 

you vibrant craft, handmade and handwoven by 

an empowered sisterhood bound together by 

strength and a common ambition. 

In full control of our manufacturing process, our 

collections are cruelty-free and follow stringent 

fair trade standards. Using non-toxic AZO free 

dyes and investing in eco-friendly practices, 

whilst ensuring a fair working environment for 

our artisans is our primary commitment. 

Equipped with a creative design team, we are 

also able to cater to your specific needs and 

requirements. We are proud to be a preferred 

partner to over 40 global customers, whilst 

retailing and serving corporate customers, as one 

of Sri Lanka's most loved homegrown brands.



         

All our products are fair trade gauranteed and cruelty 

free. Made in Sri Lanka using cotton and other 

natural fibers, AZO free/PCP tested dyes and GOTS 

Certified chemicals. All designs can be customized.

selyn.lk/home


